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“The Power of Attitude” 

During this Pandemic, virtually all of us are  

feeling the frustration of our “normal lives” taking 

a drastic turn to the abnormal. Each of us is challenged to deal with 

these new events in our own way. As I sit in my office at home, I often 

glance up at a picture I have hanging on the wall entitled “The Power of 

Attitude.” 

This picture and saying came from a company by the name of  

Successories and they offer a wide range of custom gifts, especially 

those dealing with motivation and recognition. The encryption on the 

picture has been a motivational inspiration to me for many years, and it 

is my hope that you too will find it inspirational. 

It reads, “Our lives are not determined by what happens to us, but how 

we react to what happens; not by what life brings to us, but by the  

attitude we bring to life. A positive attitude causes a chain reaction of 

positive thoughts, events, and outcomes. It is a catalyst…a spark that 

creates extraordinary results.” 

Thinking about all that has changed with our own activity in GWRRA, 

how has our own attitude helped to make the adjustment? Do we see 

the glass as half empty or half full? Do we drag ourselves down thinking 

about the way it was, or do we look for a more positive approach? For 

those of us who participate with a Chapter on a regular basis, how might 

we use a positive attitude to keep in touch until we can meet regularly? 

Social distancing at outside venues where allowed, zoom calls for face to 

face interaction, and personal phone calls can all be positive and  

uplifting for all of us. What we are going through is not easy, however, 

there are things we can do to make it more manageable under the  

circumstances.  

We would all like to believe that getting back to normal as we know it is 

right around the corner. More and more states are relaxing their  
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guidelines, but we still have quite a way to go before we reach our perception of normal. We 

still have a long journey down an unknown road of twists and turns as information is  

constantly changing. We have an advantage; we have a guiding light through the darkness and 

our journey can be filled with less bumps when we embrace “The Power of Attitude.”    

Stay safe; be well. And, as always, remember that fun shall be the last word—so HAVE FUN! 

Jere & Sherry Goodman  

540-623-0447       

director@gwrra.org 

John & Shawn Irons 
Director’s Assistant 
 

MEMBERSHIP/AREA REPORTS   
 

The Membership Enhancement Program has several tools available for 
District Directors and District Membership Enhancement Coordinators 
(MECs) to assist them with Recruiting and Retention.  These tools will help with the growth of 
Members in your Districts and Chapters.    
 
This month we will look at the Area Report List (ARL).  This will show the new members,  
prospective members, expiring membership (whose membership is about to expire), and  
expired membership (members whose membership has lapsed).  This will guide the District 
Directors and the District Membership Enhancement Coordinator on making contact with  
people on this list.  You can find the full MEC listing in the Officer’s Handbook Section I - pages 
74 to 94. 
 

AREA REPORT LIST (ARL) 
 

The Area Report List (ARL) consists of two reports: one Quarterly, and one Monthly. Reports 
are produced around the 10th of each month for distribution. The Membership Enhancement 
Program Assistant Directors (MEP AD) forward these reports to the Districts, who in turn  
forward them to the Chapters.  
 
The first report is the Full Area Report. The Full ARL is sent out four times a year: January, 
April, July, and October. This report contains a complete listing of all Members in each  
District. The Full ARL is to be utilized by both the District and Chapter Directors as well as the 
District and Chapter MEC’s to help them with recruiting and retention by identifying GWRRA 
Members who may be unaware of or are not participating in a Chapter. Along the bottom of the 
Full Area Report are tabs indicating Report Key, Full Area Report, and Additional Members. 
The Report Key explains each of the tabs and columns.  
 
The second Area Report that is sent out is the Monthly Area Update Report. This report  
provides a Recruiting Report, lists of New Members, Expiring Memberships, Prospective  
Members, Expired Memberships, and Unassigned Zip Codes. Each list may be accessed by 
clicking on the tabs at the bottom of the report.  A Report Key tab is also provided. The MEP 
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AD also forwards these Monthly Area Update Reports to the Districts, who in turn forward 
them to the Chapters. The Chapter and District MEC’s should put high priority on contacts to 
the New and Prospective Members. If a Member receives several contacts that would show just 
how welcoming we are and give them a choice. 
 
New and Prospective Members: The District Director and District MEC will contact all new 
Members to welcome them to GWRRA and to assess what they want from their GWRRA  
experience. The Director and MEC will do their best to match the Member up with a Chapter. 
The District may create a small task force as needed to make these welcoming calls, but they 
report back to the District. Chapter MEC should also contact the new Members and should  
focus on the prospective Members. It is best for a Chapter to focus within their geographical 
area as we don’t want a Member to miss a contact and an opportunity to join in on the  
activities. It is quite likely that those living in an area where there are multiple Chapters may be 
contacted by more than one Chapter. The three columns that are located to the right side of the 
reports in each category are to be used to record information related to the contact. Once each 
listed contact has been made and details have been recorded at the Chapter level for New and 
Prospective Members, the list should be emailed back to the District MEC with a copy to the 
Chapter Director and District Director.  
 
The District MEC will then forward the compiled District contact results to the MEP Assistant 
Director who sent the original ARL report to them.  
 
It is encouraged that the Chapter MEC, along with a task force, contact everyone on the ARL in 
their area at least quarterly. If it’s a Member who is seen often, contact with them need not be 
as often. The contact should be to encourage participation. By becoming proactive with this 
contact we should retain more Members.  
 
Although it is no longer a requirement that Expiring and Expired Memberships be contacted, 
MECs at all levels are encouraged to review these and make contact when it is believed that it 
will aid in retention.  
 
The Monthly Area Update Report contains a list of Members who are identified in Column 1 as UA © 

GWRRA APPROVED APRIL 2020 78 | Page (Unassigned). These are Members whose zip codes are not 

presently assigned to Chapters. The entire District list of Members identified as UA can and should be 

contacted by any Chapter within the District. The Members identified as UA in Column 1 remain on this 

list until their zip code is assigned to a Chapter by the District Director or District MEC.  

 

DEFINITION OF AN ARL CONTACT 
 

A solid contact with a Member is vital for the health of GWRRA. This initial contact is our  
opportunity to make a great first impression. Other contacts will be to follow up with Members 
we haven’t seen in a while. Since we want to be clear on what we expect from the MEC’s we are 
defining a contact as: first a phone call with more than one try; then personal mail or email. 
The personal touch is always the best! (Scripts are on the MEC website.)  
 

NEW MEMBER LIST 
 

Even though the District will be contacting new Members, the Chapter Directors and MECs 
should also use this worksheet to see who has recently joined GWRRA. It is vital that these new 
Members be personally contacted as soon as possible from the Chapter to inform them when 
and where the local gathering is, or to invite them to a Chapter event. The New Member list will 
be sent to all Chapters from the District. 

Continued on page 4 
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EXPIRING DUES LIST 
 

The Chapter Director and Chapter MEC can monitor this list to see if any Membership in their 
area will expire in the following month. A Member may have forgotten to renew their  
Membership, and a personal phone call from the Chapter Director or MEC may make a  
difference in the member renewing or letting their Membership expire. These can be delicate 
calls as some might be embarrassed. Reporting Expiring contact information back to the  
District is not required.  
 

PROSPECTIVE MEMBER LIST 
 

Any individual that has contacted Home Office and expressed an interest in GWRRA will  
appear on this list. They may have purchased a Gold Wing motorcycle or talked with someone 
about GWRRA and may be looking for more information. In any case, they have contacted 
Home Office and inquired about some aspect of GWRRA. The Chapter Director or MEC should 
personally phone (preferred), email or mail a letter to invite this individual to a Chapter  
Gathering or Event. It is important that these individuals be contacted as soon as possible.  
Remember these individuals are not yet Members. Even though they may not own a Gold 
Wing, they are still eligible to become a Member. A Prospective Member will appear on the 
Prospective List for two consecutive months.  
 

ADDITIONAL PROSPECTIVE MEMBER LIST 
 

GWRRA may from time to time, create new incentive programs to attract Members. This is 
usually in the form of a temporary Membership like the current 4-month Dealer Program. They 
may appear as a separate tab within the lists or be included with the Prospective Member. They 
need immediate contact as described above for Prospective Members.  
 

EXPIRED DUES LIST 
 

This list provides the names of Members whose Membership has been expired for two (2) 
months. Their names will appear on the list only one time. The Members on this list may be 
contacted if Directors or MECs feel it will aid in the retention of the expired member. These 
calls can be rewarding but can also be a negative call. The right person should be tasked with 
these calls if the District is going to make them. Reporting Expired contact information back to 
the District is not required. 
 

UNASSIGNED ZIP CODE LIST 
 

The Unassigned Zip Code list is a tool for District Directors to use. They should monitor the Unassigned 
Zip Codes. A zip code is placed on this list when a new Member joins GWRRA and their zip code is  
currently not assigned to a Chapter. This happens with new development in an © GWRRA APPROVED 
APRIL 2020 79 | Page area after a Chapter has been established. All Unassigned Zip Codes need to be 
addressed and an effort should be made by the District Director to assign each Unassigned Zip Code to 
the proper Chapter. In some instances, the zip code cannot be assigned to a current Chapter and 
there may not be enough Members to start a Chapter. These individuals should be contacted so 
they know they are important to the GWRRA family. Only the District Director or the District 
MEC are authorized to contact Home Office and have Unassigned Zip Codes assigned.  
However, they can use the assistance of Chapter Directors and Chapter MECs in compiling this 
information. Utilization of these tools by Chapter Directors and MECs, making personal  
contacts, can make a difference in whether New and Prospective Members become involved in 
Chapter Life. Membership is the “Lifeblood” of GWRRA! Continued growth will ensure the life 
of GWRRA for a long time into the future.  

Continued on page 5 
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DISTRIBUTION OF REPORTS 
 

The MEP Assistant Directors are responsible for the ARL covering specific areas. They will  
distribute to each District their ARL. The Districts are grouped alphabetically but all groups are 
accessible to anyone with access to the site so information from surrounding Districts can be 
obtained. This has the added benefit of allowing District MEC’s access to Member’s contact  
information in adjoining Districts, in the event some of their Members reside in those Districts 
(but participate in another). While this distribution method is currently in use, GWRRA may 
make changes to this process from time to time.  
 

DATA SECURITY 
 

Always keep in mind that these reports contain Members’ personal information. It cannot be 
stressed enough to safeguard this data! Only those who have signed a Memorandum of  
Understanding (MOU) or Confidentiality Agreement may have access to these lists. For more 
information, contact the Membership Enhancement Program Director or Assistant Directors. 
Visit the MEP website for current contact information. 
 

John & Shawn Irons 

405-747-4618  
ironsline3414@gmail.com 

Larry & Penny Anthony 
Director of Membership Enhancement 
 
Hopefully we are seeing our “culture wars” over the novel coronavirus 

subside somewhat.  By now everyone has received enough (too much!) 

information and we have all personally decided upon our approach to 

life and riding during the pandemic. 

 

Regardless of your approach during this time: isolate as much as possible at home, continue to 

ride and socialize, or somewhere in between – it is important to respect each other’s  

viewpoints.  People with underlying health issues, and those who are deeply concerned about 

COVID-19, should be free to isolate without ridicule from others in our organization.  Likewise, 

those who choose to go on rides should be free to do so without a stay-at-homer making irate 

Facebook posts about how their pictures show they were clearly not adhering to social  

distancing.  Likening each other to paranoid sheep or reckless anarchists does not help the  

situation.  

 

If someone does go on a ride – enjoy and “like” their pictures and posts!   It is challenging 

enough in these times to maintain our wonderful social organization.  Let’s not make it harder 

by sniping at each other, and remember the great times we can have together!  And STAY IN 

TOUCH. 

 

This too shall pass. 
Continued on page 6 
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Below is a link to an NPR Article I came across, to help you rate the risk of your summer  
activities: 
https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2020/05/23/861325631/from-camping-to-dining
-out-heres-how-experts-rate-the-risks-of-14-summer-activit?
utm_term=nprnews&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=npr&utm_source=facebook.com
&fbclid=IwAR0bTguF0-THMvLjoh0lWbjzECa8HSoWE1hk1O_Da4PbiviFewbD7XG1B8w 
------------------------------------------------------ 
Penny and I have been honored to have served as your Membership Enhancement Program 
Directors for the last several years, beginning with Wing Ding in Billings, Montana.  As of  
July 1, our positions will be held by Dan and Mary Costello, currently our MEP Assistant  
Directors in charge of the ICOY Program and the ARL.  Please continue to support them in 
their new duties. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    Overseas Director Sandrone and Mariarosa Boveri, on a ride in Italy  

                                                                                                                            James & Freida Clayson of AL-U  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                    

                                                                         Chapter LA-M Open Air Meeting 

 

Larry & Penny Anthony 

205-492-9728 
mepgwrra@gmail.com 
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Tony Lasher 
Assistant Director Motorist Awareness  
 

 

MOTORIST AWARENESS PROGRAM  
DURING NATIONAL SHUT DOWN 

 
April was Distracted Driving month, but with the COVID-19 Virus Pandemic virtually shutting 
down the entire world, we were left with little riding and few distractions on the roadways. We 
then started planning for May being Motorcycle Awareness Month. May came and we were still 
shut down. However, there were things we did to promote Motorist Awareness.  
 
With social distancing in place, some got out on their bikes and participated in parades through 
residential areas with signs promoting Motorist Awareness. Some placed signage in high traffic 
areas stating, “Look Out for Motorcycles.” Trifolds for people to pick up were given to  
businesses designated as essential. Letters of Proclamations were sent to Governors and local 
mayors proclaiming May as “Motorist Awareness Month.”   
 
Even though basically the entire world was shut down, the Motorist Awareness Program was 
ongoing. I would like to take this opportunity to thank all GWRRA members that continued to 
think “Motorist Awareness.” TEAM Eagle thanks you. Keep up the good work. 
 
Hopefully the states will soon be relaxing restrictions and we can all start riding again. The way 
we live and ride will probably never be the same.  The motoring public will be hitting the  
highways after being shut in their homes for at least two months. Just remember, “Look out for 
the distractions during your rides and stay safe.” Once we can ride again, make it a point to  
visit with the motoring public wherever you can to share with them “START SEEING  
MOTORCYCLES.” 

 

Tony Lasher 
tlasher@mchsi.com 
 

Mike & Barri Critzman           

Director of Motorist Awareness 

760-245-9218 

itsawingthing@hotmail.com 
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Susan & George Huttman 

Director of Rider Education 

 
Although there was no expressed postponement of GWRRA on-bike 
courses, District Directors and Educators did make informed  
decisions to delay or cancel all scheduled events based on the impact 
the health crisis could have in their state. 
 
While the temporary suspension of MEDIC FIRST AID classes remains in effect, we are  
beginning to see the return of GWRRA on-bike rider courses in several Districts. 
 
The GWRRA Rider Education Program encourages those Districts preparing for on-bike  
courses to follow all CDC protocols to help keep Members safe.  It is also important to follow 
any additional guidelines established within the community where the event is taking place.  
 
While the grace period for those Members whose levels expired on or after January 1, 2020, 
will remain in effect until the end of the year, there are currently opportunities for Members to 
participate in classes throughout the Association.   
 
Since we can expect some of our usual venues for classroom space may not be available or may 
have occupancy limitations in the foreseeable future, District Educators will be focusing on  
acceptable venues, instructor accessibility, and flexible scheduling as we learn what resources 
are available and how best to use them. 
 
Beginning June 1st, Educators will be working directly with the Rider Education Program to 
promote their upcoming GWRRA on-bike courses.  This will afford Districts more flexibility 
and provide Rider Course Instructors increased opportunities to maintain their individual  
certifications.  
 
Furthermore, we may find Members who did or will choose to take a class or course outside 
GWRRA, so we ask District Educators, CSEAs, and Chapter Directors to remind Members to 
provide the documentation required (usually including a completion card) to have the  
information entered into their database record.  Please note: Should a Member want to  
participate in a non-GWRRA course or class and apply it to their Levels record, we suggest they 
contact their District Educator, CSEA, or a member of the GWRRA Rider Education Program 
Team to be certain their choice will meet Levels Program criteria. 
 
Starting in June, we will be hosting workshops on-line for the current Chapter CSEAs and  
anyone interested in learning more about the position.  The goal is to provide support by  
increasing their understanding of the Levels Program and ways they will be able to assist their 
Chapter participants in pursuit of their individual REP goals and in communicating with their 
District’s Educator.  
 
Should any Member or Officer have a question, comment or concern, please contact me at:  
director-re@gwrra.org or by calling: 828-855-0677 (H)  or 828-368-2249 (C). 
 

Susan & George Huttman        

828-368-2249      

director-re@gwrra.org 

mailto:director-re@gwrra.org
mailto:director-re@gwrra.org
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Clara & Fred Boldt 
Director of the University 
 

As GWRRA and the country in general continues to struggle with the new 
“normal,” the University is taking strides daily to keep our Members  
engaged and having FUN!!  
 
At the end of this article you will find the University class list for June. The class times have 
been changed to meet the needs of the Members returning to work and/or out getting some 
wind therapy. We will only be offering classes once per day instead of the previous twice per 
day.  
 
Many of you have asked if we will continue on-line training once instructors are allowed back 
in the classroom. The answer is a resounding YES!! On-line training is an avenue that reaches 
Members that in the past were not being reached.  
 
July will bring another new adventure for the University and I will have more details on that in 
the very near future. Until then, watch for the announcement.  
 
The on-line training would not have been possible without the help and dedication of the 
AMAZING on-line instructors: Bill McGowan, Kathleen Heibel, Randy Reese, Norm Van 
Dame, Rick Hebner, Greg Hintz, Don Weed, Valerie Tucker, Laurie Thomas, and Robert G. 
Williams. Also, Mike Coral for all his behind the scenes work. This Team of dedicated  
volunteers have countless hours of time invested in the on-line training. KUDO’s to you all.  
 
On-line training is a success because of you, the MEMBERS!! A few statistics:  
 

 March 18th the first on-line registration was received.  
 April 6th the first class was presented.  
 April 11th 8 classes completed. 
 137 Members attended (28 US Districts & 3 Canadian Provinces were represented)  
 May 14th University reached a milestone ~ 1000 Members had registered for on-line 

classes  
 May 19th As I write this article the total number of Members who have attended classes 

is now 1012!!  
 Thank you Members for your support of the University on-line classes. 

  

June On-line University Training 
 

While we continue to respond to the COVID-19 Pandemic by reducing our contact with others, 
the GWRRA University is offering an alternative training opportunity. On-line training by the 
Director of the University and the University Assistants.  
 
GWRRA Module 202-04 Retention ~ How to retain Members. To understand that  
retention is strategy rather than an outcome.  
 
GWRRA Module 301-02 Recruitment ~ Recruitment basics. The importance of creating 
and implementing a recruitment plan.  
 

 

 

Continued on page 10   
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GWRRA Module 106-01 On the Level ~ Covers the Levels Program. The steps to  
progressing from Level I through the Level IV Masters program. Also, how to find and manage 
your personal data information.  
 
GWRRA Module 201-06 Newsletters ~ Discusses communication via Newsletters and why 
they are so important today. It isn’t just the newsletter editor...it is everyone!  
 
University Class 202-05 Member Benefits ~ All about the benefits of belonging to  
GWRRA.  
 
GWRRA Module 101-02 Co-Rider Seminar ~ Information and tips for the co-rider. This 
seminar is part of the Levels program. This class will be entered into the Rider Ed database 
when completed.  
 
GWRRA Module 102-02 Riding in the Heat ~ All about riding in the heat; what to carry, 
how to dress and how to respond to heat related emergencies.  
 
GWRRA Module 203-04 Women in Leadership Roles ~ Insight as to how women and 
men’s roles in leadership are the same, but different. Men are welcome to attend. This is NOT a 
man bashing class.  
 
GWRRA Module 103-02 Riding in the Rain ~ All about riding in the rain; from  
suggestions on what to carry to what to wear, and how your bike/trike handles differently.  
 
GWRRA Module 101-06 Riding in the Dark ~ All about riding in the dark; how different 
it is than riding during the daylight hours.  
 
GWRRA Module 202-03 Chapter MEC Role ~ All about the Chapter MEC  
 
GWRRA Module 201-04 Managing Change ~ How change affects personally and  
professionally. How change has affected our GWRRA life.  
 
Here are the specifics:  
 

 Preregister on-line on the University website: gwrradot.com by clicking on the scrolling 
notice and filling out the form.  

 Once registered, you will receive an email confirming your registration.  
 Check the schedule on the calendar and on-line for times.  
 Class sizes will be limited.  
 A U.3 class roster will be completed and submitted for entry into the database.  
 

You must participate by computer or phone with a camera and microphone. No dial in calls.  
 
For more information contact: Clara Boldt, Director of the University:  
toledotriker@gmail.com or 319-240-4269. 
 

Clara Boldt 

319-240-4269 

toledotriker@gmail.com 
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